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The
pursuant

above-named

agencies,

to the Court's

of the parties.

programs

Rule 42 and t, pon

The agencies,

nonsectarian,
welfare,
States, have for years
in foreign

as atrtici curiae,

representing

file this brief

the written
religious,

consent

nationality,

and immigration
interests in the United
participated
in relief and rehabilitation
countries

and have also participated

in

immigration
and resettlement
services to refugees in the United
States.
Some of the organizations
have affiliates on the local
and area levels throughout
the United States, others work
through

parishes

and churches.

it their responsibility

These

to eliminate

including discrimination
United States and they

organizations

all forms

consider

of discrimination,

against non-citizens
residing in the
are devoted
to achieving the practical

discharge of that responsibility
in every appropriate
manner.
This brief is filed to urge the Court to affirm the decision of
the Court

below

(361

F. Supp.

1, 1973).

Most of the organizations
had also appeared
as amici
companion
case to Graham
They

have joined

principle

involved

compelling

denial

the Equal

again because

they believe

in the Graham

and Sailer raised

should

of that

determine

that

clause

by the Court

residence

the right to welfare
of alienage

of the Fourteenth

In Weinberger v. Diaz the rights
by Federal Statute.
As stated

this Court

the issue whether

or

or whether

is in violation

of

Amendment.

This Court ruled that the rights involved there
by the States ira violation of the United States

gated

the same

and Sailer cases is even more

right on the ground

Protection

in this brief

in Sailer et al. v. Leger et al., the
v. Richardson,
403 U.S. 365 (1971).

in the Diaz et al. case now before

Graham
citizenship

that join as amici

were abrogated
Constitution.

of the appellees

are abro-

below:

Although
we cannot say that
held to a lesser constitutional

Congress
standard

but see Morris

supra

v. Richardson,

may never be
than the states,

at 499,

neither

cart

we accept

the view that Congress

the same standard.
citizens

For example,

may never be held to
to differentiate

between

and aliens in regulating ent D, into the United

States may be a presumptively
Congressional

proper exercise

of

power, whereas a like discrimination

by

legislatures regulating entry into the states would not:
different fourteenth and fifth amendment constitutional
tests might therefore he appropriate.
Cf. C,rahani v.
Richardson,
supra; Shapiro u. Thompson,
supra.
The rights at issue before

this Court

are of si_lifieance

equal to those in the Graham case. The right to medical attention is basic and while only comparatively
recently the United
States has enacted legislation which guarantees
health care to
most of its population,
it is believed that the denial of health
care on the ground

of alienage

would be an unconstitutional

deprivation of a vital right under the due process clause of the
Fifth Amendment
of the Constitution.
FACTS
The essential
factsarc not at isle. Two of the appellees,
Diaz and Clara: are Cuban refugees,
States

by the Attorney

(Sec.212(d)(5)

paroled into the United

pursuant to 8 USC 1182(d)(5),

I&NA). They have reached the age of 65, but

have not yet become
the lmm_ration

General,
permanent

and Nationality

residents

within

the meaning of

Act: nor have the), fulfilled

the five year re__idence requirement.
Appellee

Espinosa is a lawful permanent

the age of 65, but has not yet resided

resident, has reached

in the United

Slate._ for

five years or more. All appellees, in the opinion of the Health,
Education and Welfare Administration,
do not qualify for the
_,pplemental
(2)(A)(ii)

medical

insurance

of the Social Security

U.S.C. 1395o(2)(B).

program

t,nder Section

Act of 1935,

as amended

1836
(42

ARGUMENT

The statutory
five year durational residence
for resident aliens to be eligible for supplementary
insurance

benefits

equal protection

for the aged (42 USC §1395o)
of the laws in violation

The Court
residence

requirement
medical

below correctly

requirement

of the Fifth Amendment.

held thatthe

imposed

is a denial of

five year durationM

on res4dent aliens in order to be

efigible for the supplementary
medical insurance benefits for the
aged constitutes an invidious discrimination
against resident
aliens who lack five years residence
tection

and is a denial of equal pro-

of the law required in statutes

the command
Shapiro

of the due process

v. Thompson,

377 U.S. 163,168
at 499.

opinion

stating
"For

v. Rusk,

347 U.S. 497 (1954)

this Court

we have stated

and Connecticut

Columbia

provision

concluded

its

public

in invalidating

provisions,

the Penn-

the District

of

is also invalid - the Due Process

Clause of the Fifth
denying

supra

Amendment.

Schneider

v. Sharpe,

by

succinctly:

the reasons

sylvania

Boiling

v. Thompson

by Congress

clause of the Fifth

394 U.S. 618 (1969);

(1964);

In Shapiro

enacted

Amendment

assistance

prohibits

Congress

to poor persons

otherw4se

from

eligible solely on the ground that they have not been residents of the District of Columbia for one year at the
time their applications
In respect
durational
medical
below
statutes

of discrimination

residence
or similar

was virtually

v. Richardson,

are filed."

403

conditioning

requirement
public

benefits

required

against

resident

in the granting
the decision

by this Court's

U.S. 365, holding
welfare

(at 642)

benefits

aliens

by a

of welfare,
of the Court

decision

in Graham

unconstitutional

state

upon

or in

citizenship

the case

of resident

aliens upon durational

residence

require-

ment_. This Court pointed out that its prior decisions "have
established
that classifications
based on alienage, like those
based

on nationality

or race, are inherently

ject to close jtsdieia] scrutiny"
to presen'e

fimited

welfare

and concluded

benefits

resident aliens was an inadequate
nation and
"that

a state statute

resident

and sub-

that the desire

for citizens

and long time

justification

for the discrimi-

that denies welfare

benefits

!o

aliens and one that denies them to aliens who

have not rended

in the United

number of years violates
We submit

suspect

States

for a specified

the Equal Protection

that the Graham

decision

combined

Claum."
with the

reasoning of this Court in Shapiro u. Thompson,
supra leads to
the conclusion
that this Court has in effect adjudicated the
problems

raised

Strgarman

in the present ease.

u. Dougall,

413 U.S. 717 (1973)
position

broad

413 U.S. 634 (1973)
have consistently

and are controlling

The Government
constitutional

and deportation

Moreover

aries

of Coll_e_

of aliens, Harisiades

580.. C_,ah_n v. Pre._,

and i_l Re Griffiths,

reaffirmed

this Court'_

here.

mistakenly
power

the deci._ion_ in

that the concedcdly
to control

admi_-ion

u. Shaug_hnessy,

347 U.S. 522 (1954),

342 U.S.

and the conse-

quences of deportation,
Flemm!ng u. A'estor, 363 U.S. 603
(1960), in some unexplained
way enlarges the power of
Confess

to impose

discriminatory

controls

on resident

aliens

as member_ of the general population in respects wholly unrelated to excludon or deportation
from the country but
rather related

to public sen-ice

of the population
ca] benefits
ment
proce_

generally

-

pro_ams

offered

to resident_ over 65 years of age.

argues that the equal protection
clause of the Fifth

residcnt_ as members

to _egmeuLs

in this case supplemental

Amendment

of our community

medi-

The Govern-

requirement

of the due

does not _ve
the proleetinn

alien
which

this Couri hasfound isgrantedthen1by Ihe
ment

Fourteenth

amend-

from state action)
This sweeping

generalization

of past precedent
1. The special
legislative

branch

nlnsl be rejected

which sttpports

tile following

on/he

basis

reasoning:

and extensive

power

of Collgress,

as tile

of the sovereign

nation,

to control

admission

and deportation
of ',diens cannot be carried over into a power to
discriminate
against resident aliens by withholding
bcnefits
offered to the rest of the population
and unrelated
to the power
of exclusion

and deportation.

2. Accepting
fundamental

concept

ject to deportation
residents

the Government's
of our society
for specific

are members

protection

It would

namely,

that Congress,

quiring
status

that apart

conduct

States

Constitt,

lead to what we believe

by statute,
living under

alien
the

tion and the Bill of
is an absurd

suggestion,

pass legislation

of any accrued

_ St,ch reasoning

a

from being sub-

provided

if it felt like it, could

that all aliens, regardless
leave tl_e country.

would shatter

of the social community

of the United

Rights.

position

would

re-

rights and legal
lhrow

in doubt

1. We do not question the authority of Congress to regulate the admission of aliens by creating different categories that are subject to different
condmons of admission. Vide the numf:rous classes of non-tmmtgrants
found in _10 t(a)( 15_ 1NA most of which are permitted to remain in the U.S.
for definite and usually short periods of time only and who prior to visa
i_uance most establish to the satisfaction of the consular officer that they
have a residence in a foreign country, which they have no intention of abandoning.
We do not believe that the Federal statutes enumerated in the Governmeat's brief, filed in Hampton v. Wong, No. 73-1596, establish that aliens
have a different status from citizens except in matters of national securit,¢
and foreign policy. It is in fact possible that several of tl_estatutes enu- "
.aerated, if they were attacked, might be found unconstitutional by this
Court. See: Cabrera v. Butz, D.P.R., Cir. No. 326.
Appellee's
brief
in Hampton
v. Mow
No.case
73-1596
13.
We2.believe
that the
issues
rai.ed before
thisSun
CourtWoag,
in that
wtfichatisp.footnoted in appellee's brief in the instant case (p. 15, fn. 13), are uot relevant
to the present _:ase. The issue of right to Federal employment,
at least wilh
regard to policy-making positions, can t,e differentiated and shouhl n_t be
confused with the issues in Diaz, regardless of the outl:_uue of the Hampttm
case.

Ihe at, thority

of a long line of decisions of Ihi__Courl bc_oning

at least with Yick Wo u. Hopkit_,
118 U.S. 356 (1886) through
Trua.r v. Reich, 239 U.S. 33: and Takahashi v. Fish & Came
Cumin 'n, 334 U.S. 410 to Graham
Sugurman

t,. Richardson

v. Dottgall, 413 U.S. 634.. establishing

aliens have been accepted
tected by all eonstitt,
denial of due proee_
Government,

as men,hers

supra and
that resident

of the community:

pro-

tional provisions a_inst discrimination
or
of law in dealing with all branches of the

feder'.d, state:

local and le_slative,

executive

and

judicial.
Acceptance
of the Government's
position would ca_l
doubt where none should exist on the limitations on Con_es_
in respect

of a constitutional

due process

of equal

protection

and

of law.

3. It is desirable
is proud

mandate

of its heritage

of immi_ants,

for the social stability'
derived

that resident

and not _t apart
tory treatment

from immi_anls

aliens should

as a _m'oup, subject

and separate

of our nation

which

and the children

be accepted

to different

completely

and discrimina-

laws.

Naturalization has always been reserved for those who. of
their free will and desire, wish to establish absolute alle_anee
to
the United

States:

foregoing

any ties to the past.

not be changed in effect to the requirement
of citizenship is the only protection
against
men/by
_ade

government

agencies.

the naturalization

meanin_ul

experience

For the reasons
deei._ions particularly
Richardson,
confirmed

process

Such

stated

which

in Shapiro

would

down-

is and always has been a
citizen.

and on the authority

supra: the opinion
in all respects.

that the acquisition
discriminator)'
treat-

a solution

to the naturalized

Thi_ should

o. Thompson
of the Cot,rt

of this Courl'._
and Graham t'.

below should

be

8
11
If severable,
be "lawfully

the statutory

admitted

requirement

for permanent

that alien residents

residence"

is discrimina-

tory and unconstitutional.
The Government
alien residents

argues

be "lawfully

that the statutory
admitted

requirement

for permanent

that

residence"

to be eligible for the benefits of 42 U.S.C. (Supp. II) 13950(2)(8),
is a valid discrimination
against the many alien residents of the
United

States

that are technically

not admitted

residence, but are in fact permanent
authorities.
The Court
certifying

below recognizes

as a subclass

into the United States

Cubans

§212(d)(5)

to the

known

the existence

the appellee
under

residents,

for permanent

of this class by

who were paroled

INA (8 U.S.C. 1182

(d)(5)) and who are required under the law (The Act of November 2, 1966 (P.L.89-732,
80 Stat. 1161)) to wait two years in
the United States before they become eligible to apply for permanent residence. It should be noted that once their application
is granted there is an additional

waiting

two years before they can achieve

period

permanent

of approximately
residence

in a legal

sense because of the back-up of Western Hemisphere applicants
who need a number under the numerical ceiling placed upon
Western Hemisphere
The Court

immigration.

below

recognized

to sue as a class and certified

the right of Appellee

the class as consisting

Espinosa

of:

"All immigrants residing in the United States who have
attained the age of 65 and who have been or will he deriled enrollment

in the supplemental

medical

insurance

program under Medicare, 42 U.S.C. sec.1395o
et seq.
(1970), because they are not aliens, lawfully admitted
for permanent

residence

States continuously
preceding
as required

the month

who have resided in the United

during the five years immediately
in which they apply

by 42 U.S.C.

for enrollment

sec.1395o(a)(A)(ii)

(1970)."

The Court

below certified

"All

a subclass

immigrants

lawfully

as follows:

admitted

for permanent

r_i-

denee in the United States who have attained the age of
65 and who have been or will be denied enrolhnent
in
the mpplemcntal

medical

insurance

pro_am

care, 4.2 I.l.S.C. sec. 1395j et seq. (1970),
of their

failure to meet the five-year

requirement
The

Court

adm'_on

Medi-

solely because

continuous

residency

of 42 U.S.C. sec. 1395o (2)(A)(ii)(1970)."

below

correctly

for permanent

requirement

under

held

residence

of five years

permanent

fore both of these requirements

that

the

requirement

is not _parable
residence

of

from the

and

for alien residents

that

there-

to partici-

pate in the supplemental
medical pro_am
are unconstitutional_
The statute should be administered
as if it read that those
eli_ble

for the pro_am

out reference
either citizens
five years

or aliens

permanent

If, however,
quirement

of the O,filed

qualifications

admitted

for permanent

this Court

determines

and severable

of constitutionality

with-

be

residence

requirement

that

_¢ith

the admission

and requires

that the

also is a denial of equal protection

residence

under

re-

a separate

then it is submitted

the laws because it discriminates
arbitrarily
against
classes of permanent
resident aliens not technically
for permanent

States

that the)'

residence.

is separate

determination
admis_fion

are residents

to the following

of

soveral
admitted

the Imm_'ation

and National-

are the appellees

Diaz and C/am,

it), Act.
Prominent

in that group

Cuban parolees

who have been

cli_ble

to sue.

They

30,000

Hungarians

In 1958

P.L. 85-559;
permanent

are not unique.

were admitted

they were permitted

dence under

special

(The

note.)

and inte_ated

as a "._ubelass"

In 1956

under

to apply

legislation.

8 IJ.S.C. 1182,
residents

recognized

more

than

the same procedure.
for permanent

resi-

Act of July 25, 1958,
Other
members

persons

who are

of the American

10
community
under

are refugees

§243(h)

just status

1253(h)),

the proviso

of §203(a)(7)

under

1153(a)(7)),

that were granted

INA (8 U.S.C.
long term

of deportation,

§244

residents

stays of deportation
persons

eligible

INA (8 U.S.C.

who are eligible

IS/A (8 U.S.C.

1254)

to ad-

for suspension

and some

lawful

long term residents with working permits who are technically
nonimmigrants
but have.been
lawfully in the United States for
many

years.
Such

respects,
security

persons

are treated

including

the

as permanent

obligation

taxes as well as military

to pay
obligations.

residents
income

in all

and

social

It is arbitrary

for

Congress to make them eligible for some social security
fits and deny them the supplemental
medical assistance
involved.

The question

to use the definition
defined
many

of "lawful

by the Immigration
government

Appellant

permanent

which

necessary

resident"

and Nationality

agencies

the Social

and for the first

social security
ship status

Act.

as it is
Among

do not always

the

do that is the

to reveal

issuance

their

of social

that

(P.L. 92-

applicants

immigration
security

and Welfare

should

for

or citizen-

cards

issue social

to Miens at the time of their

the United
under

Act was amended

to persons

to work under the I&NA.
The 1970 amendother things, provided that the Secretary
of

Education

"(I)

Security

time it was required

cards had

to avoid

not permitted
merit, among
Health,
cards.

it is actually

himself.

In 1972
603)

arises whether

benehere

States

other

either

authority

in employment

lawful

for permanent

of law, permitting

in the United

at such time as their status

States

security

admission
residence
them

or

to engage

and to other

is so changed

to

Miens

as to make

it

lawful for them to engage in such employment."
(sec.
205(b)(i) as amended by P.L. 92-603, 92nd Congress,
H.R_. 1, October

30, 1972).

II
In implementing
Security

the

Administration

pro_'ision

quickly

of tile slalute

found thai

tile Social

in addition

to law-

ful permanent residents within the limited technical definition
are aliens who_ for various reasons, either of law or of administrative

interpretation

of late, are permitted

Io remain in Ihc

United States for all indef'mite period of time and are authorized to work, but who do not fall within tile definition
of
"immi_ant"

as defined

Oil. October

by the Court

30; 1972

the Social Security

in its footnote

an amendment

Act provided

to see.205(c)(2)

a._ure that social

_curity

maximum

practicable,

extent

by assisting

such

"(I)

account

nt, mbers

numbers

States

will, to the
to all mem-

or categories

of individmds

(or ascertaiui,l.g

Ihat

such

been a_i_l.ed):

to aliens at the time of their

the United

s,abpara_aph
measures to

be assigned

_oups

numbers have already

of

that:

"(B)(i)
In carrying out his dttties under
(A), the Secretary
shall lake affirmative

bers of approximate

8.

either

lawfi, I admissioH

for permancnl

residence

to

or

under other authority
of law permitting
them to engage ill. employment
in the United States and to other
aliens at such
make

time a-_ their

Stall.IS is so changed

it lawful for them to eug_e

The Social Security" Act reeo_]izes
ent resident
and enter

Security

Security

system

contributions

employmcnl;"

thai not only

aliens, but other aliens may be enlitled

the Social

to pay Social

in ruth

inch,cling
which

as to

perman-

to work.

Ihe obligation

are sttbslanlial.

It

is ol.dv reasonable
that persons who are obligated
to pay into
it, should also benefit from the Social Securilv laws to Ihe
fullest extent.
On .March 19:1974

the Social Securih-

Admini_lralion

issued re,clarions
implementing
the ._lalulc.
The r%mdations
(20 C.F.K. see.105(d).,
as amended
31arch 19, 1974; 39 Fed.

12
Reg. No. 54, pp. 10238-10242)
for a Social Security

number

office issuing the number
(Form

1-151)

which

time the official

require

that aliens who apply

must submit

an Alien

to the Social Security

Kegistration

or an Arrival-Departure

Receipt

Record

(Form

in the Social Security

mine whether the type of nonimmigrant
1-94 is authorized
to work.

office

must deter-

characterized

in Form

In view 'of the fact that there are many categories
Miens authorized
residents,

by law to work in addition

and are obligated

as to which
cards would

issuance

with the need

of the cards

of

to the permanent

by law to pay social

proper determination
given S.ocial Security

Card

1-94), at

security,

a

of these Miens should be
burden clerks, handling the
for expert

the Immigration
and Nationality
Act.
and on the basis of the representations

knowledge

of

Recognizing
that fact
made in connection

with a proposed
rule making, the Administration
inserted
sec. 42.104a in the finalized regulations
as follows:
Sec.

42.104a

Presumption

grant alien to accept
visa classifications

of authority

employment
assigned

shah be used to determine

- "The

of nonimminonimmigrant

by the Department
whether

of State

a nonimmigrant

"alien is authorized
to engage in employment.
(See 22
CFR 41.12 for these classifications.)
Permission to engage in employment
shall not be presumed in the cases
of an alien who has not been issued a visa or whose
visa shows any one of the following classification
symbols: B-l, B-2, B-I and B-2, C-1, C-2, C-3, F-2, H-4,
and L-2.

Holders

be presumed
Thus

of visas bearing
to have

it may be seen that

other classifications

authorization

the same agency

pellant in this case, in connection
with another
tions, found .it impossible
to use the definition
interchangeably
resident"
define

with the technical

as found

the group

definition

in the Immigration

entitled

to work."
that

is the ap-

one of its funcof "immigrant"
of "permanent

and Nationality

to the use of Social Security

Act to
cards.
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The Court

below

recognizes

ing to a recent

amendment

makes benefits
who is

available

"either

to an otherwise

(i) a citizen

permanent

this ill its Footnote

of the Social

Act which

qualified

individual

or (ii) an alien lawfully

residence

or otherwise

18 point-

Security

admitted

permanently

for

residing

in the United States under color of law (including any
alien who is lawfully present in the United States as a
result of the application
• 203(a)(7)
[parole]

[conditional

resident"
newcomer
grants,

(a)(1)(B)

or section

has always

with open arms, because

many of whom

212(d)(5)

(Supp. 11, 1973)

Act).

permanent

Constitution

been to welcome

this is a country

arrived long before

4:2

(emphasis

of "lawful

of the United Stales

histo D, which

of section

and Nationality

that the above definition

is in the spirit

the American

entry]

of the Immigration

U.S.C. § 1382c
added).
We believe

of the prosisions

immigration

and
the

of immirestric-

tions exi_ed and all of whom have been proud of their ori_ns
and sympathetic
with those who came later because their
parents were not as ventur_ome.
The Court below in its "Conclusion"
to the constitutionality
Of the permanent
ment but felt that it was not necessary
We a_e_ with the Court in that respect
clusion that
"to the extent

expre._sed doubt as
residence requireto make a finding on it.
and also with its con-

this nation continues

to hold out a prom-

L_eof refuge to victims of political and natural
tune: the Constitution

misfur-

requires that we accept them to

reside here on an equal basis _ith

citizens."
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CONCLUSION

Court

Whereby it is respectfully
below be affirmed.
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